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Rugby league week 1970

After 47 years, the much-loved Rugby League Week magazine will soon close its doors. An institution almost half the size of the Australian game itself will no longer be. Although there remains great sympathy for long-term publication, time has gained the best. The end was sad, but the current landscape - where digital drives dominate,
the news cycle constantly churns and social media is king - meant that the end was almost inevitable. Social media was, in retrospect, the last nail in the coffin, says former Rugby League Week editor Mitch Dale in an interview with Guardian Australia. People consume news in other ways, and players can now interact with fans and even
break messages. The Internet has made it increasingly difficult to compete in the daily news cycle. Before pay-TV and the directness of the internet, Rugby League Week was a very crucial news-breaker, not to mention the common relationship between the game and the fans when every match was not available to watch on the small
screen. We had a Monday deadline and we walked into newsstands on Thursday, says longtime columnist Tony Adams, better known as The Mole. This is a lifetime nowadays. It's very difficult to stick to history for three days as they compete with daily newspapers, radio and television - which are increasingly the latest news on social
media platforms - all chasing the same stories. Personally, I'm devastated, says Adams.At of the peak in the late 1970s, the weekly magazine circuit reached 100,000, and Rugby League Week kept fans of the game connected to it through detailed match reports and player ratings. Ironically, it was the popularity of the magazine that
contributed to rugby league's greater coverage of the mainstream press, which led to the gradual marginalisation of Rugby League Week. Rugby League Week served a terriner role in the 1970s and 80s at the forefront to cover the game at a time when the capital's newspapers had only one or two rugby league writers, says longtime
reporter and columnist Steve Mascord.The failure of Rugby League Week to survive in such a brutal climate is not a unique story. His AFL counterpart, Inside Football, was downsized and resumed as a monthly magazine, while other specialist sports magazines hang on grimly. Sitting down with the warehouse just doesn't have the same
bait as it used to be, says Dale. Good content is king, but in an age of instant grat satisfaction, even that may not be enough. Even with its diversification strategy to push into the digital space, Rugby League Week has struggled to compete with social media influencers and major news outlets. The digital operation was a failure, Mascord
says bluntly. With the death of Rugby League Week, the game has also lost its main guardian of its heritage and stats. Rugby league can't sustain and celebrate its history from the start. While other can provide detailed statistics from more than a century ago, Sydney Premiership team list in the 1970s are almost impossible to locate.
Whether it was the code's working-class roots, the transitional nature of his administration or the short-term focus fuelled by a constant financial struggle, rugby league showed less respect for its past than any other major sport in Australia.The Immortals concept is now considered a high watermark in recognition of the big games, and it
was an idea delivered, executed, maintained and promoted by Rugby League Week. Administrators at the league's headquarters could not manage a worthy counterpart. For this only Rugby League Week should be respected and remembered. Ian Heads – editor of the magazine when the Immortals concept was first created – recalls
that the idea was the result of brainstorming from the first three judges - Frank Hyde, Tom Goodman and Harry Bath. Even though Goodman was there to see Rorke's Drift Test, they felt they could only do justice to the players everyone saw, so it was limited to the best postwar eras, says Heads. Holed up in the front bar at wentworth
hotel, and with plenty to keep the trio hydrated, they whittled the list down from 100 to four. The magazine's role as a caretaker and tab stop for game history should never be underestimated. It has become the leading rugby league archive in Australia. We tried to celebrate the history of the game as much as possible, says Dale. Rugby
League week has always been high. It was fearless. He loved and celebrated the game, but he was never afraid to hold those who reduced or discredited it to account. It reflected the game itself – colorful, disrespectful, cheeky, sometimes controversial, says Dale. His independence often saw him face the league and some of its leading
figures, but it was important in the fight for what was right and true. It was an independent voice not aligned with the league or the two major media, Adams said. There were times when this independence was very tested. I didn't envy Norm Tasker, who was an editor during the SuperLeague war, Heads says. He really believed that the
game could die. Maintaining independence at this difficult time was an incredible achievement. Unfortunately, the full-time siren sounded at one of the league's most enduring institutions, an independent chronicle of the game and one that kept its administrators honest. So fill the glass parting and toast to Rugby League Week, a truly
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Update ThuThursday 9 MarMarch 2017 at 8:13amIt's the end of an era in rugby league print — NRL magazine Rugby League Week will print its final issue on March 27.It will be 47 years after the first edition of the unofficial league lovers' bible was rolled out, but the owner of Bauer Media decided to give up the long-term publication.
Bauer Media chief executive Nick Chan cited commercial realities as the main reason for the decision. Rugby League Week has been in circulation since the 1970s and created the concept of The Immortals in 1981.Affected staff were reported by Bauer media today. The double release on March 27 will be the magazine's last release. It is
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